
 

 

Six-Flags Calls Jump as Shares Get Oversold and Undervalued 

Ticker/Price: SIX ($43.65) 

 

Analysis: 

Six Flags (SIX) buyers of 4,400 January $42.50 calls today to open for $2.50 to $2.65 and follows recent buys into 

weakness of more than 3,000 December $45 calls. SIX still has 3,800 January $45 short puts in OI from bull risk 

reversals earlier this year. Shares are down 25% from the August highs and back around their lowest level since 2015 

and right around the 50% retracement of the massive bull trend from the 2010 lows. The $3.71B company trades 15.4X 

earnings, 2.5X sales, and 17.5X cash with a 7.6% yield. They took down estimates recently as 2019 continues to be a 

reset year before 9% and then 8.2% EPS growth through FY21 with 2-3% topline growth. SIX cited lower per-guest 

spending for the quarter but their overall membership base continues to grow. They also talked down rumors they were 

exploring a deal for Cedar Fun (FUN) that had been going around recently. SIX announced a new CEO as well, an 

outsider, who comes from 25-years at Pepsi (PEP) where he helped drive International expansion and licensing which is 

a key growth focus for SIX. He also reiterated a big strategic plan for the company that includes building season pass 

penetration, enhancing in-park sales, increasing ticket yields, and bolt-on M&A. Analysts have an average target for 

shares of $59.75. Keybanc lowering their PT to $57 on 10-25 but notes new CEO brings optionality into the short-term 

story and SIX seems ripe for a clearing event and a new strategy that skews positive long-term. B Riley called the move 

lower an overreaction as the larger membership base creates better visibility. Short interest is 5.7% and flat for the year. 

Hedge fund ownership was up 3.7% in Q2 and insiders active buying stock earlier this year with two directors buying 

$1M combined at $49.50-$50.75. Dealreporter out with an interesting note on 10-24 that Blackstone (BX) is looking for 

live entertainment investments and the publication noting this could be relevant to SIX.  

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: SIX at this valuation/yield and with the options flow and insider buys, makes for a nice buy and 

hold type. The chart is ugly but one of those buy and hold your nose types. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 



 


